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Recently, we are witnessing in the United States a lot of mass shootings, murders, killings, but also a lot of atrocious crimes that make people question their own sanity. One rather disturbing video shows a child at about 12 years old, robbing randomly a store.

As you might have seen, we have lessened considerably the amount of news like this we bring on this board, but one cannot leave this situation, especially as of late, unaddressed. It's reaching proportions that are too big.

Many are sitting there shocked that so many things like this happen to our society at this point in time, and at loss of seeing what the solution is.

We are no strangers to these events as a society, unfortunately. We are also not strangers in living in denial as to why these events happen. We have been grown into this denial, and we are being sold false solutions that don't amount to anything.

Yes, most of the United States is sane. The enemy constantly tries to project that we are a Nation of murderers and mass shooters, but that is only a result of psychological manipulation. They want to manipulate us into becoming this very Nation.

For every 1 single person that is insane, they blame 320+ million people, that they are all insane, cruel and evil. To remove the rights of a Nation over 3 or 10 people, and their incidental insanity, is like saying that you will forcibly quarantine the whole world over a few thousand cases in 320 million people.

But wait, we are doing all of this.

Even if it defies all human logic we have done this. And the above, is how you my fellow citizens, ladies and gentlemen, know that we are living in a crazy dictatorship of the mind and spirit. When one person dressed as a clown, is costing the rights of a whole Nation, this means that we equate the free, the normal citizens, the hardworking citizens, all with this clown - in fact, we put this clown on the highest pedestal, and remove the rights of all other citizens.
And that is called a mindless way to become a dictatorship of the mind and spirit. We are being lied to and deceived on a consistent basis. Thankfully, much of the populace has caught wind of this.

The same goes for mental health, taking care of one another - we are being lied about everything - lied about acceptance, lied about human nature, lied about ourselves.

Human beings, if left in hopelessness, turmoil, anxiety and fear, children that are left alone with no caretakers, left to be grown by a hostile enemy culture and hostile forces, become what the world is witnessing today.

Now, many people who are foolish, state that because of these behaviors, disarmament of the populace is necessary. That is wrong. Not only are these people enemies of freedom, but they also do not want to address the deeper underlying problem: The loss of culture.

Jews sitting in positions of power, do not want to address any of this. They want our collective fall to accelerate. For those of you who are psychic and observant, you can see, that most of these "shootings" and "killings" happen either on Kabbalistic dates [manifestations of curses] or in the exact situations where the enemy rears their ugly head spiritually.

They are there, in the first place, because people lack power and understanding. They want to rule over the lowest and the stupidest of human beings, and they do everything in their power to make humanity as weak, servile and foolish as possible. The thought of a free citizen scares them.

In Ancient Sparta, at the very same age that people call a dangerous age, the so called "Children" of 12, were able to butcher, by the power of their hands and since they were armed, many people. Yet, this never occurred in all of the history of Sparta.

It did not occur in Athens or in the most drunken places, not that we know of, and certainly, if said event would occur, it would immediately be addressed not by disarmament, but by instantaneous cultural attention and changing of one's errant ways. And of course, by the just imprisonment of the people involved.

One of the reasons of this too, was that the moment someone would even remotely consider going into such an ape-rage, there would be a hundred people around that could kill them almost within a few seconds...So they would mind their chances of immediate death before causing a situation like this.
These people would be in schools, and average citizens, and the offender would have no idea from where death was going to come.

Simply speaking, we must not ask ourselves how weak we have become. Weak to manage our children and show them the goodness of the heart and instill kindness in them, weak to address our emotional states when we feel weak, weak to give love to our children and a hug so that all children feel accepted, and don't have to resort to theft and murder to get basic things.

This has to be reversed, or Clown World will inevitably continue until its final conclusion, which is downfall and recreation of society.

This is the price a civilization pays for its abandonment. In regards to those who say removing guns is the solution, murder and crime can occur and will occur even with wooden and plastic forks, if we keep going down this situation where the Western Culture is going.

We have deserted our children and allowed them to be grown by the hostile culture of jews in TV. We have rewarded people who preach about and bragged about killing other people for no reason, and the jews have made a certainty that "cool" culture is culture that promotes senseless killing.

We no longer talk about bravery, and the bravery it takes to have self control, but we talk a lot about percocet and how people kill while on it. Certain artists have stopped doing this and with good reason.

Jews come from behind and reward these people lavishly, but Jews close the ears of their own children against all of this. Meanwhile, angry White and Black boys in the United States are going to listen to how you must rob a store to get a pair of shoes, because Biden is so senile that the hardworking parents of this boy cannot buy them a pair of shoes or causes baby food shortages.

As people are led into desperation, we witness a financial meltdown over a literal flu that people were too scared to "address". The level of weakness has risen too high. We need to change this effective immediately, or we will be swamped.

The above not being enough, we have Jesus freaks and other foolish escapists, who believe they became the best friends of "God", not by becoming an incarnation of the so called higher understanding that "God" was supposed to have, but by acting in the most stupid way. The rest of America that is watching this, no longer wants to entertain the hoax of Christ, because it really has served us nowhere.
Jesus hoax people will once again complain about anything that is happening, and once again run to the Jews who caused all of this cultural downfall in the first place, and their master Jew who has generated the worst species of humans as a cattle manager that we have seen in centuries. They will preach meekness, confusion and decay, and then wonder why the product of our society is as it is.

We know about this conduct of "Christianity": it causes only war, and produces only inner problems, hangups, hate and misery.

Logic has to return to this world, but also fairness. You don't open your National borders for infinite influx, unless you have at least settled to a baseline level of existence most of your people, psychologically and materially. In the West, logic has progressively slipped out of people's minds. But from where does any logic or emotion begin? It begins from us.

For one, every decade we look prior, it starts looking as a less decadent decade. This is a sign that our civilization has entered a twilight zone, primarily caused by the influences of the enemy. There are no real people that sit on any office today and want to solve the fundamental emotional problems that led to all of this, and redesign a culture.

As time goes, people have to comprehend more about life. Despite our massive growth in the West, which many people compare to others, which is false and pointless to do, we must learn more about life.

The situation is showing those who can see deep into the future, that Christianity and these outmoded system of jewish rulership are going to collapse. We are moving forward to better things. But as it appears, we can only manage the seeds of the final discord of humanity by holding the reins tighter, and not letting go.

We must not walk around and pretend it's normal for 12 year olds to be that lost and unloved they have to rob stores, and we must no longer pretend that this is acceptable, among other things, such as Censorship and disarmament of the populace. We have to not allow this to happen - we have to, in fact, address the core weaknesses of humanity. All we have to do is re-adopt our older culture, and let it work its wonderful magick in giving us a better human being to work with.

I pray everyday Father Satan puts His hand above America, even if seemingly, half of it, attacks their own Ancestral Gods and praises the enemy. May the Gods have strong love and care for this Great Nation, that is now at the verge of going
to the stars, yet at the same time, is the Nation where a 12 year old has to do a robbery to buy a pair of shoes...
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Sunny wrote:
I am pro-arms and I think governments should give weapons to their citizens. Of course there must be rules and requirements. But there are two problems as far as citizens are concerned; many people have little self-control and therefore can get easily heated by not controlling their emotions and do many wrong things, the other problem is that many people think superficially and therefore may not understand that a politician is right and may want to kill him. What should the government do in this case? Call in the army to kill these unconscious people en masse?

Practically speaking, Presidents are protected. The populace could never do any of this with any available equipment. There are some very serious security checks in any speech and anything like this. The populace also does not carry tanks around.

I too believe there should be stricter rules and many sanity checks. Even in Ancient civilizations, the weaponry present was not able to kill 40 people when one was simply an insane 15 year old. Now, weapons have changed drastically. The tiers of weapons should be controlled and the debate has become even more difficult.

At the same time, if people don't have the right to bear arms, the fact that the Government can brutalize people en masse is still the case. Yet, with already existing weaponry, nobody can really fight against a tank or the invasion of fully trained troops as it were. So a new balance has to be found.

Removing all tier of weaponry is just leaving the populace defenseless, not only against the so called Government, but also against invading hoards etc. One can save their property by firing twice on the air, or shooting an invader on the legs.